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Preface 

I should probably begin this presentation by telling you what it will not be about—and, for that matter, 

what I am not; that is, I am not an expert in artificial intelligence, robotics, engineering, or computer 

science, and I will not be saying an awful lot about how artificial intelligence works—that is, about the 

nitty-gritty, technical mechanisms.  While I do have a bit of computer programming in my background, it 

is, at this point, quite far in my background and only likely to get farther behind me. 

That said, I do have a relevant set of insights, I hope—namely the insights of a philosopher well-versed in 

the western traditions of scholasticism, semiotics, and phenomenology—into the question of intelligence, 

and especially the question of human intelligence.  Moreover, as a research fellow with the Center for the 

Study of Digital Life1 for the past few years, I have encountered many bright people presenting illuminating 

ideas about the nature of artificial intelligence and I will be incorporating the results or take-aways of 

those encounters into what I am here to say today. 

Or to put this another way, I am not very concerned with how artificial intelligence is being technologically 

pursued; with the achievements of Artificial Neural Networks,2 quantum computing,3 integrative parallel 

processing,4 neuromorphic developments, or even very much with the fears of dystopian science fiction 

in which the robots will slaughter or enslave us all.5  Rather, I am more concerned with what we really 

mean by “artificial intelligence” and its closely related terms, and I am much more concerned with how 

certain misunderstandings about artificial intelligence are feeding into centuries’-long misunderstandings 

                                                           
1 http://digitallife.center  
2 Barrat 2013: Our Final Invention, 86, 112-14, 125, 128, 166, 204, 214-16, 230-32; Tegmark 2017: Life 3.0, 77. 
3 Tegmark 2017: Life 3.0, 70, 217-18. 
4 See Barrat 2013: Our Final Invention, 213-20 or Tegmark: 2017: Life 3.0, 70. 
5 Examples being expressed in the collection of stories Isaac Asimov published as I, Robot, Kubrick’s 2001: A Space 
Odyssey, the stories of Philip K. Dick, or the science fiction franchise of Casshern, The Terminator, The Matrix, the 
movie Ex Machina, and countless others over the past few decades. 
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about what it means to be human: both in the sense of “what is a human being?” and in the sense of “how 

should we live as human beings?” 

Introduction: what is intelligence? 

So, by way of beginning, let us ask: what is intelligence?  If you look the word up in a dictionary, you are 

going to find one or another vague and unhelpful definition: as, for example, “the ability to learn or 

understand or deal with new and trying situations”, or “the ability to apply knowledge to manipulate one’s 

environment or to think abstractly as measured by objective criteria (such as tests)”.6  I say these 

definitions are unhelpful, for one, because they require definitions of learning, understanding, or 

knowledge, thinking, “abstract”, and do not get me started on “objective criteria”—as there’s just so much 

wrong with the phrase I would need another two hours to get through this presentation.  For the other, I 

say they are vague because the only distinguishing marks are “manipulating one’s environment” (an act 

common to every living being) and “thinking abstractly” (which—what does that mean, exactly?  Many 

possible things, depending on whom you ask, living or dead). 

Now, I’m not trying to bash the contributors to and editors of the dictionary.  Rather, I am trying to point 

out that the meaning of “intelligence” is not something easy to grasp, and even more difficult to convey, 

particularly in a society where there are countless presuppositions as to what it is, or what it means, or 

how it is exhibited.7  That is, everyone has some vague and almost intuitive grasp on what “intelligence” 

means—since everyone has it him- or herself—and so nearly no one stops to question what it means. 

That is, I don’t think we can look to a common reference source—whether that be the dictionary, 

Wikipedia, or any other such—to find a compelling understanding of what “intelligence” is.  Rather, I think 

we have to make an examination anew, and we can do this by considering the things we say have 

intelligence: namely, animals, human beings, and in an as-yet-obscured way, robots or computer 

programs.  That is, we want to see both what is common to these three kinds of supposed intelligence, 

and what is different; and seeing what is different, we can then, conversely, understand the 

misunderstandings about human and artificial intelligences.  

                                                           
6 Merriam-Webster, “Intelligence” < https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/intelligence >. Retrieved 
3/9/2019. 
7 The problem of presupposed meanings has been a consistent theme of philosophical reflection, particularly in the 
so-called “continental” tradition, since at least Heidegger if not Husserl, and in the semiotic work of Charles 
Sanders Peirce.  In particular, Heidegger draws attention to these presupposed meanings as woven into beliefs 
individuals have about ideas held societally; thus, we lapse into an acceptance of meaning according to das Man, 
“the They”, or, “what one says” (cf. 1927: Sein und Zeit, 126/163f, 166/210f).  Peirce, on the other hand, drew 
attention to the way in which we “affix” our beliefs, and that, for the most part, we rely not on actual scientific or 
philosophical processes, but rather on tenacious desires to protect what we have already accepted, to accept what 
is given us from authority, or to accept what fits into the uncritical framework we have already presupposed (cf. 
1877: “The Fixation of Belief” in The Essential Peirce, vol.1, 109-23).  

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/intelligence
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1. Animal Intelligence 

Therefore, let us consider animal intelligence.  Perhaps, to some, this will seem like an unbearable 

overgeneralization: after all, the differences in animals are not minor, and the lines between, say, plant 

and animal life are not always easily drawn.  Can we really say something about what constitutes the 

intelligence of all animals?  Yes, we can—but if and only if we can distinguish what makes something an 

animal in the first place. 

This question, “what distinguishes animals from plants”, is at least as old as Aristotle—that is, at least as 

old as the 4th century B.C.—if not older.  For Aristotle, the answer was, succinctly put, that plants neither 

move themselves nor do they have sensory powers.8  In the past three centuries, roughly speaking, the 

answer has been revealed as a little more complicated.  That is, plants do seem to have a kind of “sensory” 

capacity, and some of them do seem to move themselves, albeit only ever in response to a directly-present 

stimulus (which response to a directly-present stimulus reinforces the notion that they have a kind of 

sensory capacity).9  But what plants do not have, evidently, is the capacity to interpret the meaning of the 

things that they sense; rather, they react always and in all cases strictly according to a genetically-inherited 

code.10 

Precisely there do we see the illuminative contrast with animals, which—in even their lowliest forms—

may evaluate the objects they sense as being beneficial to them, harmful to them, or neutral; even the 

starfish, which possesses only two sense faculties (touch and the barest of photosensitivities, i.e., light 

perceived only according to magnitude and not according to any variation in color or wavelength) learns 

how to interpret its sensed objects; that is, it adjusts its behavior over time with repeated instances.  Thus, 

while there occurs a kind of pseudo-learning in plants, by the re-shaping of genetic inheritances through 

evolutionary selection, it does not occur in any individual plants, whereas it does occur in individual 

animals.11 

Undoubtedly, there are confusing liminal-appearing cases: those where we cannot tell if what we are 

observing is the behavior of an animal or of a plant.  But these exceptions do not efface the distinction—

                                                           
8 Cf. Aristotle c.330BC: Περὶ Ψυχῆς, Book II, c.2, 413a11-413b14. 
9 Cf. Martin Krampen 1981: “Phytosemiotics” in Deely, Williams, and Kruse (eds.), Frontiers in Semiotics, 83-95 and 
Deely 1985: “On the Notion of Phytosemiotics”, ibid, 96-103. 
10 For a good overview of the zoösemiotic difference, one should see Thomas Sebeok 2001: Signs: an introduction, 
and for a specifically Thomistically-grounded perspective, Deely 2007: Intentionality and Semiotics, 155-58. 
11 One way in which this has been put is that, while all living beings exhibit a functional cycle—where stimulus, 
operation, and habituation take place—the functional cycle of individual plants is static while that of both plant 
and animal species, as well as individual animals, is dynamic.  The static functional cycle can only reinforce what is 
genetically-present; the dynamic cycle allows for a re-shaping of the individual.  Cf. Kalevi Kull 2010: “Umwelt and 
Modelling” in Cobley (ed.), The Routledge Companion to Semiotics, 46-47. 
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just as the shades of cyan or teal do not erase the colors of blue or green but result from their admixture.  

That is, the difficulty we have in distinguishing whether some being is more properly a plant or an animal 

does not mean there is no difference; only that each term, “plant” and “animal”, covers a range, and that 

there are a potentially infinite number of steps between the two.  

This capacity to interpret engages the animal in what I have come to call the context of referential 

meaning.12  In other words, objects sensed by animals are assigned meanings insofar as those objects can 

be referred to the animal itself.  Thus, animals not only sense but they also perceive.  The more objects 

the animal can perceive and thus evaluate, the more complex its interior life;13 thus we observe more 

highly-evolved animals experiencing intense feelings seemingly comparable to our own; we see them 

having and developing accurate memories; we see them enacting intricate plans for manipulating their 

environments and even for manipulating and deceiving one another.   Animals exhibit, therefore, what 

we can call a kind of “particular reasoning”—which is to say that they possess various perceptual faculties 

which enable various operations, through which they interpretively conduct their own lives.  That is, 

through these faculties, animals form percepts, or perceptual cognitive lenses, as it were, through which 

objects are interpreted as having referential meaning.  These percepts are malleable and can change over 

time with various causes precipitating reassessment—as a desirable food, one that smells and tastes good, 

may nevertheless become an object perceived through a lens of aversion, if it causes one to become sick, 

especially repeatedly. 

The precise number, function, and interrelations of these perceptual faculties and operations is both a 

complex topic and one that stands open to debate.  Presently, within the discipline of psychology, many 

of these operations are contained under the umbrella of “executive function”; but in an older tradition, 

which myself and some others are attempting to revive in order to provide all the sciences with a more 

fully-developed conceptual apparatus for analyzing animal behavior, there are three primary perceptual 

faculties, or three genera of perceptual faculties: what I have named the faculties of simple retention, 

pattern or recollective retention, and the cogitative faculty.14 

                                                           
12 I have explored this topic at some length—the question of the degrees of meaning—in both The Intersection of 
Semiotics and Phenomenology: Peirce and Heidegger in Dialogue (forthcoming, 2019) and in a presentation 
delivered at the Center for Thomistic Studies titled “Interpretation and Traditions” in April of 2018.  
13 This is the phenomenon named the Innenwelt by the 19th century theoretical biologist Jakob von Uexküll, who 
described how every animal has a unique Umwelt—or environmental surrounding which is specific to the 
structures of that species.  There is a reciprocal dynamism between the Innenwelt and Umwelt, such that each 
impacts the being of the other.  In other words, how a being is biologically constituted enables it to perceive and 
thereby be affected by objects around it; conversely, the impact of those objects produces an “interior life”, the 
Innenwelt built upon the faculties of the being, through which the interpretation of the Umwelt develops. 
14 In non-human animals, this faculty is referred to as the estimative: that is, the species-specifically human function 
of cognitively processing objects considered within a sphere of referential meaning is elevated through its 
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What’s very important to note, however, about these faculties and their various operations, is that the 

faculties are, of themselves, undetermined as to the particular shape their operations take; that is, they 

may perform these operations in a wide variety of ways; percepts can take many different forms.  

However, animals tend towards performing their operations in usual patterns; that is, our faculties 

develop habits,15 which we may consider as enduring context-specific modes of operating.  In other words, 

to have a habit is to ordinarily do so-and-so and in such-and-such situation, as a consequence of 

entrenched percepts through which we interpret the objects in those situations.  Some habits are largely 

somatic, such that little interpretation is required, as in the famous case of Pavlov’s dogs, but others are 

more richly-interactive, as in mating rituals, birds’ nest constructions, food gathering or hunting, beavers’ 

dam building, or the interactions between domesticated pets and their owners. 

For all animals, including humans, these habits are formed through a complex network of causes:16 that 

is, they are caused not only by the kinds of faculties we have, or the organs we possess, but the 

dispositions of these organs, the objects by which, and towards which the faculties are ordered, the 

cathectic17 response mechanisms—that is, feelings and emotions—which emerge as a response to those 

                                                           
association with the intellect, such that it performs its operations in the light of intelligible meaning (see below), and 
thus the cogitative faculty facilities the life of an intellectual being.  In contrast, non-human animals never transcend 
the sphere of referential meaning and as such are limited to estimating meanings as referentially-revealed. 

Historically, these three faculties have been called, stemming from the tradition enshrined in the thought of 
Thomas Aquinas (specifically as listed in 1266-68: ST Ia, q.78, a.4), the vis imaginativa, vis memorativa, and vis 
cogitativa.  We have kept the cognate for only the final term, as the first two English cognates have accrued meanings 
no longer fitting to what the Latin terms described.  Even in Aquinas’ time, however, the terminology was fraught 
with some difficulty and required more explanation than he gave himself.  To see a diagram which attempts 
illustration of some of the faculties and their complex interrelations, see:  
< https://cpinsightcom.files.wordpress.com/2018/10/perceptual_faculties.jpg > 

Most of the operations falling under the umbrella of “executive function” [as you can see], belong to the 
cogitative faculty.  For those interested to understand more, see my Introduction to Philosophical Principles (2019). 
15 The classical locus for an investigation of habits is Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics (c.349BC: Ἠθικὰ nικοάχεια), in 
which he discusses explicitly only those habits that human beings form, and particularly those that are of relevance 
to human moral and intellectual well-being.  One also finds habits mentioned frequently in Aquinas and the 
Thomistic tradition; but too little emphasis has been placed in recent philosophical psychology on their presence, 
nature, and impact in our lives. 
16 Another neglected topic of recent centuries, causality was since Aristotle’s Physics (c.348BC: Φυσικὴ ἀκρόασις) 
divided into at least four primary kinds: external causes, which were efficient (or agent) and final, and internal 
causes, which were form and matter.  In the late scholastic period (the 16th and 17th centuries), distinctions were 
made between intrinsic and extrinsic final causes (as reproduction is an intrinsic final cause for much of an 
animal’s behavior, while victory of the army is an extrinsic final cause for which a soldier fights—even if that is not 
his individual reason) and between internal and external formal causes (the internal being what makes a thing to 
be what it is, in and through itself, while external formal causes were either exemplars, as the plan in an architect’s 
mind shapes the building that comes to be, or specifiers, as the wavelength of light determines the color that the 
eye perceives). 
17 Using this term in a deliberately non-Freudian and more generalized sense, as referring to the full gamut of 
psychological and physiological responses. 
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objects, and by a host of circumstances too numerous to mention here.  This network of complex causality 

results not only in relatively ordinary habits—like wanting coffee in the morning when we wake up—but 

also in the strange idiosyncratic ones, whether these be the odd affectations of our professors, bizarre 

compulsions at inopportune moments, sexual paraphilias and fetishes, and so on.  That is not to say these 

oddities all occur in the same manner, or that they can be explained away simply; just the opposite, in 

fact.  And so it is rather to say that insufficient attention to the nuances of these perceptual faculties and 

their resultant cathectic mechanisms results in an evacuated conception of animal psychology, and 

therefore of our grasp on what is meant by “intelligence”. 

For ultimately, what we see in non-human animals, is that their “particular reason” is ordered towards 

solving problems that have appeared within the context of referential meaning.  That is, they have both 

by innate genetic inheritance and by habituated interpretational experience a variety of desires which 

they seek to fulfill; this fulfillment requires the overcoming of obstacles, and they bend their intelligence 

towards that overcoming. 

2. Human Intelligence 

Now it is a common misunderstanding, going back at least to the time of Thomas Hobbes (1588—1679) 

and certainly to that of David Hume (1711—1776), that human intelligence is of precisely the same kind 

and orientation as found in non-human animals; that we, too, are seeking nothing but the fulfillment of 

our desires in a context of referential meaning, only that we vastly overcomplicate the objects of these 

desires and therefore create new and more difficult obstacles in our pursuit or attainment of them.18  This 

misunderstanding was bolstered by the development and acceptance of evolutionary theory: the idea 

being that all animals are fundamentally, genetically determined by desires for basic necessities, but that 

the more complex the animal’s psychological capacities, the more complex the desires developed through 

experience.19   

Human beings, therefore, are distinguished from other animals, according to this common 

misunderstanding, only by an increased degree of psychological complexity.  Thus, our development of 

religions, theories of the spiritual soul, the afterlife, the divine, and so on, are explained away as desires 

consequent to some self-aggrandizing psychological complex: that, in other words, feeling ourselves very 

important, we cannot but make up stories to explain this self-importance, and therefore fabricate new 

                                                           
18 An interesting presentation of this history is found in George Dyson’s 1997: Darwin Among the Machines: The 
Origin of Global Intelligence, which traces the history of the “computational mind” back to its roots in early 
modern philosophy.  See especially 1-13.  Cf. Edward Engelmann 2017: Nature and the Artificial: Aristotelian 
Reflections on the Operative Imperative, 97-109. 
19 This misunderstanding is currently prevalent in the field of biosemiotics, information theory, complexity theory, 
and most proponents of the related ideas given as explanatory for human intelligence, such as that of 
“emergence”—a term widely used but seldom defined or examined. 
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desires: desires for everlasting life, infinite reward, or some architectonic principle that explains life, the 

universe, and everything. 

This misunderstanding not only puts the cart before the horse, but actually puts the horse inside the cart, 

locks the cart up, and shoves it off a cliff: for it makes our species-specifically human intelligence—the 

very defining factor of our humanity—into nothing more than the result of a highly-evolved and 

intricately-complicated acquisitiveness, or perhaps even a kind of cosmic avarice, that is, a desire for all 

the universe to be about us and for us; it makes us into very clever but very selfish and somewhat hairless 

apes and denies anything more. 

Instead, to understand our humanity, we ought to look for a difference similar to that found between 

plants and animals: that is, one distinguished by a faculty which enables different operations.  The most 

immediate and obvious consequences of this faculty—which I will describe momentarily—are so 

ubiquitously ingrained in the day-to-day operations of our lives that, left to our own devices and our own 

habits, we might never notice them at all, if someone did not point them out to us.  What I mean is: unlike 

non-human animals, our attentions are bent not merely towards discerning the significance of objects in 

a context of referential meaning for the sake of solving problems in the attainment of our desires, but 

rather we spend a lot of time and effort in discerning the significance of the reality of those objects; in 

other words, their intelligible meaning independent of their referential context; or, what they mean in 

themselves, and not merely what they mean for us in terms of desires and obstacles.  

The faculty that enables this meaning-elevating grasp, this grasp of intelligibilities, is what we 

conventionally call the intellect.  The operation of the intellect whereby we discover this intelligible 

meaning pervades our entire lives; we do it all the time, in other words, consciously or not.  That so often 

we do it unconsciously leads to a lot of presuppositions about the meanings of things—including, for 

instance, “intelligence”—and that is, I think, quite a problem for us as both individuals and within our 

society at large.  That is to say that, just as the perceptual faculties result in percepts through which we 

evaluate the referential meanings of our objects, so too through the intellect are formed concepts, 

through which we judge the intelligible meaning of the objects we encounter both in the world and as the 

products of our own thinking.20  But just as carelessly-formed percepts can lead us to eat food that makes 

                                                           
20 In addition to referential and intelligible meaning, we speak frequently of “meaning” in a third sense: as the 
teleological, i.e., when we say, “what is meaningful to you?”  This is the sense of importance, of “why something 
matters”.  For the non-human animal, the teleological sense of meaning is circumscribed by the context of pre-
determinate referential importance—i.e., of what can be evaluated according to the framework of benefit, harm, 
and neutrality.  However, the sphere of referentiality for human beings is extended by the access to the intelligible; 
thus, things can “matter” to us which have no proximate benefit or harm for us; thus people may become deeply 
invested in space exploration (even if not themselves employees of a space-agency or private space-exploration 
firm), or in fictionalized fantasy worlds, in history, global justice, and so on. 
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us sick, so too uncritically-formed concepts can lead us to believe things which are not true.  Among the 

most common causes undermining a critical formation of our concepts is an inattentiveness to the 

percepts upon which they depend; that is, since we do not intellect the intelligible directly, but discover 

it through the objects which are perceived, a failure to attend to our perceptual frameworks and faculties 

will result inevitably in some skewing or another of our intellectual judgments. 

That said, even uncritically-formed concepts are a kind of marvel within the world of animals: as faculties 

of intelligence go, it is sui generis; it differs from that held by other animals not merely in degree, but also 

in kind, for there is a radical difference between referential and intelligible meanings. 

To save the horse from its unceremonious death—to take it out of the cart and put it back in front—it is 

this capacity to discover intelligible meaning which arouses in us the aforementioned desires for 

transcendent meaning, for answers to life, the universe, and everything.  Put otherwise, we do not invent 

the questions to fulfill the desires, but we desire the answers because we have discovered the questions.21  

3. Artificial Intelligence 

This brings us now to the question of the hour: namely, what kind of intelligence can the artificial possess?  

That is, can computers, robots, algorithms—whatever artifice of intelligence processing we might 

produce—attain the kind of intelligence we see in animals or that which we find in ourselves?  Can the 

robots be taught to solve problems in contexts of referential meaning?  Can they discover intelligible 

meanings that are independent of the references with which they have been programmed?  Many AI-

enthusiasts and AI-alarmists alike, as I will call them, would answer “yes” and “yes”; and hold that, 

moreover, the robots have already attained these levels of intelligence, they only have yet to develop 

                                                           
Moreover, this grasp of intelligible meaning irreducible to the contextual referentiality of our environments 

means that human life is not confined to an “Umwelt”, but rather extends into what John Deely—violently 
appropriating the term away from Husserl’s usage—termed the “Lebenswelt”, the “life-world”, and which I have 
added to in regards to our unique transmission of cultural heritages as the “Bildendwelt” (such that the former 
refers to what is a property of individuals and the latter extends into the social relations which are determinative 
for so much of our experience). Cf. Kemple 2019: The Intersection of Semiotics and Phenomenology: Peirce and 
Heidegger in Dialogue. 
21 The inverse of this—the position occupied by the “material monist” who holds that all intelligence is a function 
of the brain and that there is essential continuity of kind between animals and humans—results in a kind of absurd 
position.  As Robert Spaemann points out, 1996: Persons: The Difference between ‘Something’ and ‘Someone’, 51: 
“Materialist monism is counter-intuitive in all its variations, since it must explain the self-understanding of 
experience as a self-misunderstanding, and so it must carry the whole burden of proof.”  In other words, the idea 
that our subjective, lived experiential concept of selfhood is an epiphenomenal projection fabricated by the brain 
for the sake of functional ease is wholly counter-intuitive; the idea that we are always under a misunderstanding of 
ourselves, that every “common sense” facet of our experience is a lie, requires an extensive amount of 
explanation—explanation which has heretofore never been given. 
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intelligence to the same degrees found in animals and humans—although with regard to some functions, 

they clearly already outpace both us and our non-human friends.22 

But I am skeptical of the depth of understanding about “intelligence” that these AI-enthusiasts and 

alarmists possess, not when it comes to the artificial, but when it comes to the natural.  For one, both 

non-human and human animal intelligences involve not only our cognitive grasp of meaning, but our 

cathectic response; that is, we cognitively grasp, we cathectically respond, we cognitively interpret, and 

these three steps go on in an indefinitely-recurring cycle; our cognition is always mediated to some extent 

or another by a cathectic response—even apathy, after all, is a kind of emotional response, albeit a 

vacuous one.  These responses are not coincidental to the development of our cognitive processing, for 

they include the desire to know more, and the desire to avoid knowing more; the desire to remember, 

and the desire to forget.  There is a kind of appetite, in other words, that is evoked in our intellectual and 

perceptual faculties themselves.  “All human beings, by nature”, Aristotle pointed out, “desire to know.”23  

This opens up a difficult-to-articulate aspect of our cognitive lives—the aspect of “lived experience”, an 

aspect shared in common with other animals though of a different kind insofar as our experiences are of 

different kinds—which it has long-been questioned whether artificial intelligence can ever possess.24  

Thus, much of the philosophical literature discussing AI—which has principally been discussed within the 

tradition of analytic philosophy, and especially analytic philosophy of mind—questions whether artificial 

                                                           
22 Some believe this kind of intelligence can be instantiated in computers built on the same fundamental 
architecture—the “von Neumann” architecture, after the great Austrian pioneer of computing, Johnny von 
Neumann—that has been in use for 80 years.  Others believe that a radical restructuring of computer architecture 
is needed to attain real AI; thus, neuromorphic computing, an attempt to reverse engineer the structures of animal 
brains into digital components, has been a recent popular avenue for some AI-researchers; however, most such 
research is done at best with cautious optimism about its potential within a century; not presently or within even a 
few decades.  See Sebastian Moss, 8 January 2019: “The creation of the electronic brain” 
<https://www.datacenterdynamics.com/analysis/creation-of-the-electronic-brain/> and Scott Fulton 8 February 
2019: “What neuromorphic engineering is, and why it’s triggered an analog revolution”: 
<https://www.zdnet.com/article/what-neuromorphic-engineering-is-and-why-its-triggered-an-analog-
revolution/>. This latter article shows the perhaps necessary integration of a “digital” intelligence into “analog” 
modalities in order to function as anything recognizably or functionally intelligent.  Along with Michael Feldman 22 
January 2019: “New Technologies Give Neuromorphic Computing Better Memories” 
<https://www.nextplatform.com/2019/01/22/new-technologies-give-neuromorphic-computing-better-
memories/amp/>, a huge emphasis on this structure is the reduced power consumption that seems possible with 
the “surprisingly efficient” functioning of neural structures. 
23 Aristotle: Metaphysics (c.348-30bc Τὰ μετὰ τὰ φυσικά): 980a21. 
24 In a 1980 “thought-experiment” now infamous, the analytic philosopher John Searle described a room, in which 
a person sits with a set of instructions on what to output when given certain input.  Unbeknownst to the person, 
the input is Chinese and the output is another language.  As Searle argues, even if this person is 100% accurate, 
this does not mean the person “knows” the Chinese language.  Such, he argues, is what happens when a computer 
processes information and gives a correct output.  It does not “know” what it is doing.  See 
<https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/chinese-room/#3> and <https://www.iep.utm.edu/chineser/>.  Similar 
questions have been raised by David Chalmers (among others) whose 1996: The Conscious Mind remains a pivotal-
though-controversial (and seldom accepted) account of human consciousness and the irreducibility of qualia. 

https://www.datacenterdynamics.com/analysis/creation-of-the-electronic-brain/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/what-neuromorphic-engineering-is-and-why-its-triggered-an-analog-revolution/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/what-neuromorphic-engineering-is-and-why-its-triggered-an-analog-revolution/
https://www.nextplatform.com/2019/01/22/new-technologies-give-neuromorphic-computing-better-memories/amp/
https://www.nextplatform.com/2019/01/22/new-technologies-give-neuromorphic-computing-better-memories/amp/
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/chinese-room/#3
https://www.iep.utm.edu/chineser/
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intelligence will be like us in terms of its having experience; whether it will have a lived experience, or 

qualia, or consciousness… which then usually spirals into debates over what “consciousness” is or what 

“qualia” are. 

But beyond these debates, there is another aspect to our intelligence which the AI-invested community 

seems not to have grasped—perhaps because so few people have—namely the aforementioned grasp of 

intelligible meaning.  Consider: in one sense, there is no doubt that the search algorithms employed by 

Google are a form of artificial intelligence—not human equivalent artificial intelligence, which today goes 

under the name “artificial general intelligence”—but an artificially intelligent application nonetheless.  

You can ask Google, “what is the meaning of life?” and receive about 60 million 200 thousand answers, 

some very pertinently related, and others not so much.  Of course, the top answers you get are probably 

not great ones, and they will almost invariably include a lot of Douglas Adams references…  

It is possible, even probable, that giving this query to Google in the future, it will provide not only an 

aggregate of links to answers, but its own answer; that is, it will investigate what is said in those 

aggregated links and find a way to summarize what seems “best” within them.  It already does this to a 

moderate extent, in the function of “knowledge panels” (which show up on the right side of the page, on 

one’s desktop).  Often, these knowledge panels draw primarily from Wikipedia or the dictionary, but they 

may include information from other sources as well. 

What I mean to demonstrate by this example is that the assumption AI developers have heretofore taken, 

with regard to “meaning”, is that even our apparently-abstract process of ideation can be sufficiently 

replicated by summarizing from a plurality; that we determine meaning not by any insight into the 

intelligible, but by extrapolating a generality from many referential instances; that, in other words, our 

concepts may provide us meaning which extends beyond any particular context of referential meaning, 

but only by being “meta-contextual”—yet still bound by referentiality.  Or another way of putting this, is 

that the intelligible meaning is a function derived from the referential. 

And we can see this thinking or belief about the nature of artificial intelligence exemplified in the other 

prominent instances of what has been touted as AI success: as in the Chess-dominating computer of IBM, 

DeepBlue, or the Jeopardy! Champion crushing Watson; DeepMind and its AlphaGo system—which went 

undefeated against the top 20 Go players in the world, including by using moves that defied millennia of 

tradition and strategic wisdom—and its derived system of AlphaZero, which learned to not only beat 

human players of both Chess and Go, but also beat the other human-surpassing AIs; as well as the boom 

in digital assistant technologies (Siri, Alexa, Google Home, etc.), driving safety systems in cars, and so on; 

what we see in all these systems is an emerging capacity for referential superiority to that possessed by 

humans and other animals alike.  At the moment, the programs are geared towards specific contexts—

searching, driving, playing games—but what was demonstrated in particular with AlphaZero was that by 
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marrying certain approaches to AI, the system could learn things for which it was not explicitly 

programmed.  That is, with the right combination of systems in place, it is possible—though far from yet 

realized—to build an AI that could grasp any and every possible context of referential meaning and 

provide solutions to problems within it. 

Such an AI would be superior to human beings in many ways: it would be, succinctly put, the ultimate 

problem-solver.  This does carry a kind of dystopian possibility, it must be said, in that if the robots begin 

deciding what constitute problems—as any ultimate problem solver must—it may pursue ends at odds 

with what is good for human beings.25  

But that is not the only potential fallout from an AI that can solve all problems; that is, the real dystopian 

nightmare may not be from the robots becoming our bitter enemies, but from their being too-good of 

servants.  

4. The Hidden Dangers of AI 

The tagline for this talk, featured atop the poster—that is, “we shape our algorithms, and then they shape 

us”—is borrowed from a review of Marshall McLuhan’s 1964 book Understanding Media, a review written 

by Fr. John Culkin, who wrote that “we shape our tools, and then they shape us”.26  Culkin’s statement 

was itself derived from Winston Churchill, who, in observing the British Parliamentary chambers, said that 

“we shape our buildings, and then they shape us”—the British Parliamentary chambers being particularly 

conducive to two separate parties. 

All three of these iterations of the idea—that we fashion something that, in turn, changes us—point out 

the same fundamental fact of human and indeed all animal existence: that we are subject to habitual 

attunement through customs and environments, including the customs and environments that we 

ourselves produce.  In other words, our habits are influenced not merely by what we interact with, but 

how those things force or induce us to interact.  We are influenced not only by what we see on TV, but by 

                                                           
25 This is the well-known struggle Isaac Asimov—the great science fiction writer—had in formulating his “laws of 
robotics”; the laws that pervaded his fictional universe as a way to keep robots from upending humanity.  Most of 
Asimov’s stories, it must be noted, involve ways that these laws failed to prevent robot-induced tragedy. 
26 Algorithms have long been conceptualized as finitely-defined operations leading to definite outputs (cf. Engelmann 
2017: Nature and the Artificial, 138).  Implicit in this formula is that the algorithm is obedient to the finitude by which 
it is inscribed; but this would be to ignore that algorithms, too, operate in a material universe where all beings have 
some indefinite characteristics: thus, the algorithms may result in occurrences than the intended definite outputs, 
either as the proximate products of their functioning or in long-term consequences.  Conversely, the new tendency 
in algorithmic development—exemplified in deep learning—is to imbue the algorithmic construct with the capacity 
for indefinite output.  While missing something fundamental—that the indeterminacy of species-specifically human 
cognition is not the product of complexity (i.e., the intersection of various interpretational paradigms)—the results 
do nevertheless ape an aspect of the human facility for dealing with referential meaning, and in many ways will likely 
exceed it, as explained below. 
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the fact that we watch TV at all; not only by the constant stream of content through our smart phones, 

but the fact that we have that little screen to stare into at all.  The question we then ought to ask, then, 

here today, is how will artificial intelligence shape our habits?  For that matter: how is artificial intelligence 

already shaping our habits?  

While far from exhaustive, and based in speculation about possibilities rather than in empirical research, 

I think we can identify three ways in which widespread artificial intelligence applications—particularly 

artificial intelligence that vastly exceeds our own capacity for problem-solving in the context of referential 

meaning—three ways in which our habits may dramatically shift. 

1) The first is the increase of indolence.  That is, laziness, which is above all else a habit, and I think one 

which people are already far too willing to excuse.  That is not to say that everyone who is lazy is entirely 

at fault for their laziness; it is a habit that has attended our general loss of the sense of purpose or struggle, 

in Western society, such that a habit of laziness develops in parallel to depression, anxiety, or any number 

of psychological disorders, which are themselves rooted in a background cosmological nihilism which 

denies any ultimate purpose to our existence. 

This laziness is easier abated when one is forced to work through necessity.  When our choices are 

between wallowing in introspective misery and starving, or trudging through misery and being able to eat, 

most will choose to trudge rather than wallow.  But through advances in technology, few people today 

have the need to trudge; we may wallow without starving.  Beyond that, opportunities to trudge are 

decreasing.  If artificial intelligence takes over all but the most advanced, difficult, and nuanced jobs, it is 

possible that the entire framework through which most human beings for most of history have discovered 

and maintained purpose—hard work—will be taken away entirely.  In consequence, our willingness to 

expend effort will likely suffer. 

2) The second dramatic shift possible is the enervation of our habits which give rise to understanding.  In 

other words, the habits of our perceptual faculties, which are or ought to be attuned towards 

improvement in our faculty of intellectual understanding, assist in this largely by focusing themselves on 

solving problems.  We improve our retentive capacities and our evaluative capacities by dealing with 

problems in the world around us.  Now it is possible, I suppose, that the hopes of the AI-enthusiasts will 

be realized and that, in the spread of AI throughout the world of work, our minds are freed from troubling 

about practical concerns and left to work through the persistent theoretical difficulties that attend being 

human.  It is also possible, however—and given the tendencies of human nature that have been on display 

for millennia, I think likely—that we or at least most of us will give in to the aforementioned indolence 

and simply not care about the theoretical problems, so long as the practical seem well-enough solved. 
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But even if we do not give in to this laziness, even if we do not collapse in on ourselves through a lack of 

purpose, we may very well be less well-attuned for thinking nonetheless.  That is, we already implicitly 

consider the artificial intelligence applications of search engines, for instance, as a replacement for 

retention in many ways (which is not the best way to use such an application; rather, it ought to be an 

extension—but that is a digression I cannot afford, here).  We are not angelic creatures of pure intellect; 

rather, our intellects rely on the perceptual faculties in order to understand anything at all.  Can we really 

anticipate an improvement in intellectual insight if we enervate the perceptual faculties and habits on 

which that insight relies? 

3) The third dramatic shift is a social one: that is, artificial intelligence has already, unbeknownst to many 

of us, begun mediating our social interactions.  So far, this has come to light only in regards to “fake news”, 

and specifically how digital robots have spread false stories or inaccurate details to influence political 

outcomes; but the fact of the matter is that the interference is far more widespread than that.  Anyone 

familiar with the practices of search engine optimization—that is, the practice of articulating key words 

and phrases in your website, as well as length, quality, and linked-to-ness of your content in order to 

attain a better ranking in search engine results—is aware that much of the practice is mediated on both 

ends by algorithms functioning in a quasi-intelligent manner.  Likewise with all major social media: the 

posts you see, at least first and foremost, are decided by algorithms which rank them as worthy of being 

seen; partly in a way which is custom-tailored to your previous interactions on the site, and partly based 

on impersonal criteria for the kind of content the platform wants to promote. 

But as the internet spreads from social networking to things, as it becomes ubiquitous in our devices, it 

begins to alter our social interactions in the “real world”.  Many of our species-specifically human habits 

are socially-enacted, both good and bad, both virtues and vices.  We attain these virtues and vices by 

navigating problems that occur in the real world, and especially problems that occur in our interaction 

with other persons.  Anyone who has been in a “successful” intimate relationship for any length of time 

knows that successfully dealing with your problems, especially communication, not only allows for 

continuous harmonious co-existence, but actually deepens your unity.  Something as simple as 

communicating about the shopping list, or doing the laundry, or coordinating your schedules—which little 

things can become big problems if they disrupt the unity of a couple—these little things do a lot to 

reinforce our unity with another person when we cooperatively resolve them.  If an artificial intelligence 

can mediate all this—say, by keeping track of what is in your refrigerator and re-ordering it for you, or 

doing your laundry, or automatically optimizing both of your schedules… do we not lose something, then, 

that can only be gained through the struggle?  
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Conclusion 

It is entirely possible that, at this stage of the presentation, I sound like a paranoid AI-alarmist, who 

believes we will inevitably be turned by our own acceptance of the robots into slobbering, slackjawed 

idiots.  This is untrue; I believe we are already slobbering, slackjawed idiots.  Nor, for that matter, am I a 

general technophobe.  I own a desktop computer, a laptop, a tablet, a relatively recent high-end smart 

phone, use Bluetooth headphones, drive a car with all sorts of driver-assist safety technology, and use 

social media daily—and I love that, with Google and Wikipedia, I can find out how badly IBM’s Watson 

beat Ken Jennings and Brad Rutter in games of Jeopardy! or in what year Martin Heidegger went to 

Freiberg University, and all in less than a minute.   

I do believe that we run quite a danger of letting artificial intelligence get out of hand—not simply in the 

killer-robot sense, but more perniciously in the sense of undermining the essential elements of our 

humanity, a humanity that our current lack of understanding about has led to our widespread condition 

of unthinking.  I think the greatest danger we face from a ubiquitous AI-presence in our lives is less what 

it will do to us, and much more what we will do, or not do, for ourselves; namely, that we will deepen our 

lack of self-understanding; that we will redouble our pursuits of a perfect, utopian world, with no 

problems, no wants, no lacks, no needs, and no understanding or purpose or happiness. 
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